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INTRODUCTION
Open Source Software (OSS) was once purely the realm of geeks and

techies. However, businesses depend daily on various Open Source-based tech-
nologies such as HTTP (Web) and SMTP (e-mail) to conduct transactions and
maintain client contacts. Apache and sendmail (not to mention BIND, Linux,
Perl, etc.) are the lifeblood of the Internet economy, yet programmers created
this software without a traditional business software development model. In-
stead, it was developed, debugged, maintained, and distributed by volunteers.
It’s only recently that companies, such as Red Hat, have formed to profit from
OSS.

It might stand to reason that businesses would also rely on OSS for their
other needs, such as desktop applications, servers, and databases. However, in
this arena businesses have long relied on commercial off-the-shelf software
(COTS). Whether it’s Microsoft or mainframe systems, COTS still has a strong-
hold in the corporate environment.

This trend is changing as more business and corporations are turning to
OSS, such as Linux, to run servers. IBM is a long-time supporter of Linux on
its architecture and Sun has recently joined in Linux support as well. Others
have implemented Linux on the desktop. Red Hat Linux 8.x is specifically
targeted for the desktop market. Initial news reports show that it’s being well
received by desktop users.

BUSINESS AND OPEN SOURCE
Why is this happening? Is OSS ready for “prime time”? Or have busi-

nesses found methods to implement OSS effectively? In 2001, MITRE re-
leased a business case study for OSS adoption for U.S. military program man-
agers. MITRE argues that managers need to take five steps when considering
OSS implementation:
1. Assess the supporting OSS developer community (e.g., Linux, Apache).
2. Examine the market.
3. Conduct a specific analysis of benefits and risks.
4. Compare the long-term costs.
5. Choose your strategy. (Kenwood, 2001)

Using the MITRE model as a benchmark, this research looks to create a
new business case for OSS assessment and deployment in variegated business
environments. The research develops a heuristic tool that businesses—no mat-
ter what their size or function—can use to determine what OSS implementa-
tion (full, partial, none) works best for their mission.

THE BUSINESS OF OPEN SOURCE
In the MITRE model, the first two steps involve an assessment of OSS

offerings available to business. In the past, most OSS software was acquired

for low to no cost and then configured by each business, as it deemed neces-
sary. While the front-end costs are low, the development and maintenance costs
can become quite high. Most businesses cannot afford to train and re-train
programmers with each new OSS implementation, nor can they afford to lose
programmers’ time that must be devoted to mission-critical tasks.

In order to fill the gaps between OSS purchase, implementation, and
maintenance, businesses have begun to move to a service-oriented model. This
is how OSS vendors such as Red Hat Linux make a profit. In some cases, the
OSS service contract—also termed a “paid support network”—is less expen-
sive than an outright COTS purchase. It remains to be seen if businesses will
opt for a long-term service model.

However, does the service model look to be a viable component of OSS
software development companies and business who use the OSS? While soft-
ware is available for free as a download are businesses willing to at least pur-
chase CDs and manuals for extremely reduced costs than COTS? Can OSS
developers provide quality software for low cast and make a profit with vari-
ous service models?

BUSINESS AND OSS SYMBIOSIS
Although businesses are sometimes ready to adopt OSS in terms of tech-

nological advantages and cost savings, the OSS model does conflict with com-
petitiveness and business knowledge practices. Most businesses guard their
intellectual property and software that embodies knowledge in order to remain
competitive and/or show a profit by selling it. The OSS model requires it to be
shared.

Some corporations, such as HP, have adopted a model of “Progressive
Open Source” (POS). In POS, the OSS is layered into a three-tiered structure
(Dinkelacker, et. al., 2002):

Inner Source: Open Source concepts, such as collaboration, sharing of
code, and open modification are only available to employees. All col-
laboration takes place via the HP intranet protected by a firewall and
other security measures.
Controlled Source: The source code is placed outside of the firewall,
but this code is only shared with authorized partners on a necessary ba-
sis.
Open Source: The software is released to the Open Source community
under a limited license. Only select pieces of software are selected for
this level.

The HP model may be one that corporations adopt in order to use OSS
yet retain a competitive advantage. This model can be effective if two items
take place:
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1. The POS model allows for enough sharing of OSS so that OSS developers
can use the source code to improve existing applications and develop
new offerings.

2. The POS model insures that all OSS develop of the source code remains
open source and does not divert back into the inner or controlled source
levels.

PRODUCT VERSUS SERVICE MODEL
The POS model has yet to be proven on a larger scale adoption, but it

does attempt to bridge what is a large gap in synthesizing OSS and business—
disparate culture. Most OSS is not developed for profit in the more traditional
sense such as COTS.  Whereas COTS has a high front-end cost, OSS can be
downloaded for free or purchased on CDs for a marginal cost (compare the
cost of Red Hat CDs versus Microsoft XP CDs).

This paradigm shift from product to service model suggests a change in
software development. Instead of considering software a product, OSS is mov-
ing toward software development as a service. Paid support networks are emerg-
ing in OSS and are usually more cost-effective than a combination of COTS
and service contracts.

This move to a service model in software development and implementa-
tion benefits both developer and business. As Feller and Fitzgerald (2000)
note:

More important than sticker-price, OSS allows companies developing
and implementing systems to share both the risks and long-term costs associ-
ated with a system. By shifting the locus of value from protecting “bits” of
code to maximizing the gain from software use and platform development,
OSS redefines software as an industry.

CONCLUSION
This research explores the changing OSS model of software develop-

ment as seen in large OSS companies such as Red Hat Linux, traditionally
COTS companies like IBM, and smaller operations offering OSS alternatives
to popular applications, such as Ximian’s Evolution: a Microsoft Exchange
program for Linux. In the research, the author looks forward to see what mar-
ket niches OSS development companies can fill for businesses and if OSS can
significantly displace COTS in business (or if it should).

Ultimately, the question we must answer is if a viable OSS symbiosis
between OSS developers and venders with businesses can be fostered and
maintained. This research sheds light on the debate. While no definite conclu-
sions can be determined without further study, some type of OSS symbiosis
looks to be a part of the business climate in the foreseeable future.
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